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Flora covered her neck with both hands and wheezed for breath. She was terrified out of her 

wits. At that moment, she actually felt that she was going to pass away. 

As well as if it weren’t Yvonne, Samuel would never allow her go. 

This good-for-nothing really had such a big mood! 

” Mother, are you okay?” 

” Honey, just how are you?” 

After Samuel left, Ferdinand and also Steven hurried to Flora’s side and also asked with 

worry. 

 

Plants, who had practically died, did not learn her lesson after being reborn. How could she, 

such a tough female, give in so conveniently? 

” Steven, do not you understand some close friends in the gray area? I’ll provide you some 

cash and find somebody to defeat Samuel. I’ll definitely pay back him,” Vegetation said, 

gnashing her teeth. 

” Okay, I’ll certainly avenge you,” Steven claimed. 

 

Right now, the environment in the Jiang family was frozen. 

After Jiang Hong returned home, the a lot more he thought of it, the angrier he ended up 

being. It was not just because of Samuel’s perspective towards him, however also due to the 

important things that Jiang Wan and also the others had purposely hidden from him. 

If it weren’t for Jiang Wan, points wouldn’t have ended up this way today. 



” Grandpa, it’s Yvonne. She’s the one who triggered me to shed my guy. Simply throw her 

out of the Jiang family and don’t allow her return in the future.” Jiang Wan cried out in grief. 

To her, it wasn’t very easy to find a rich partner, and now that everything had actually been 

destroyed by Yvonne, she couldn’t approve this. 

Jiang Hong snorted and also said, “If you didn’t purposely hide the reality Lydia came back, 

exactly how could it be like this today? 

Flavor Zong has actually shown up in the shopping center. Didn’t you observe the 

relationship between Flavor Zong and Samuel?” 

Jiang Bo sighed. Samuel recognized him, as well as Tang Zong’s perspective towards him 

was really considerate. 

When Jiang Hong heard this, he punched the tea table madly and stated madly, “Pointless? 

If he’s a good-for-nothing, wouldn’t the Jiang family members be a pile of mud?” 

Jiang Bo trembled with concern. It was hard for Jiang Hong to be so upset. He had eaten 

explosives today. 

” Papa, do not you assume it’s weird? Isn’t Yvonne the one that purposely organized this for 

Samuel?” Jiang Bo asked suspiciously. 

Jiang Hong was so upset that he giggled. The reality had currently been outlined before 

them. They still did not want to admit how powerful Samuel was. 

With Yvonne’s power, just how could she have invited Flavor Zong? 

The Sue family members was just a shoddy household in Cloud City. Why would certainly 

Tang Zong placed Yvonne in his eyes and also acquiesce Samuel? 

” I think you’ve been blinded by pigskin. Samuel isn’t as straightforward as he looks,” Jiang 

Hong stated. 

Jiang Wan had as soon as regarded Samuel as a tipping rock for her feeling of prevalence. 

When she heard Jiang Hong’s words, she was naturally not encouraged. She stated, 

“Grandfather, don’t be tricked by them. Yvonne has to have organized all this. She simply 

purposely made us hideous.” 



” You still have a long time. Eventually, you will recognize just how foolish your thoughts 

are.” Jiang Hong had lived most of his life as well as saw points via more thoroughly than 

they did. 

Yvonne was not valued in the firm at all. He also presumed that Yvonne’s current condition 

was due to Samuel covertly adding gas to the fire. 

Back then, the old man of the Sue family had identified that Samuel would certainly wed 

right into the Sue household. Many individuals differed. Old Male Sue had actually taken 

care of to make marry into the Sue household. 

With his profundity, would he allow a good-for-nothing to live as a son-in-law? 

Jiang Hong might not figure out what had actually taken place, he recognized and also was 

also particular that Samuel was not as straightforward as he appeared to be. 

” From today onward, whoever attempts to annoy Samuel will be kicked out of the Jiang 

household,” Jiang Hong stated coldly. He did not intend to hurt the entire Jiang family even 

if they had upset Samuel. 

Jiang Wan’s tummy contained anger, but she did not let it go. Additionally, she had actually 

lost Liu Zhijie. Just how could she ingest her rage? 

She believed to herself, “Grandpa, I’ll allow you understand exactly how outrageous your 

way of thinking is. A good-for-nothing is a good-for-nothing. If it weren’t for Yvonne, he 

would certainly be nothing.” 

 


